The Becoming: The NOW Embodiment Events
December 7, 2017
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
This is one of those lengthy posts after an intense download this week. Make
some tea and feel this message, as it is the last article of the year. The intention
is to provide clarity and comprehension of what is about to occur.
Our Gatekeeping and Gridwork took on a strong Solar focus over the last few
years. This process was twofold; it anticipated the changes in the SUN as well as
the trajectory of Gaia to become a more Solar entity. The New Earth grid system,
which is crystalline based and aimed at the 5D magnetic lines of Gaia, works in
tandem with the off-planet crystalline grid and the 5D/6D crystalline core of Gaia.
The intention was to activate the ancient structures, Solar temples above and
below ground, crystal beds (many of them containing off-planet crystals), and
unify them with the crystalline grid, Solaris (the SUN), and interdimensional
stargates. This was fully activated with the August 2017 eclipse.
All of this activity supports the new platform for the Solar Cosmic Christ
experience; the return of the Christ/Crystalline/Unity consciousness which
activates Divine HUman DNA. The SUN serves as our primary local stargate,
and is reflected in our Christed heart centers where pure Source consciousness
resides. As the SUN changes, the core of Gaia changes, the New Earth
experience is amplified, and open and prepared hearts shift into the Christed
experience.
The messages have been consistent: Embodiment of the Christed Self will
change the HUman heart grid, and provide the new experience as a palpable
reality for all willing hearts to align with. It works in tandem with Gaia and the
SUN; a collective cosmic trigger which reveals reunification with Source.
As Wayshowers, Gatekeepers and Gridworkers, we have witnessed
consistent, accelerated shifts in the SUN, grids, Gaia’s core, and our own hearts
this year. The revelation of our Solar focus, Gaia’s Solar activation, our Solar
activation, weaves us back into the cosmic fabric of Oneness; pure Unity
Consciousness. Changes in the Universe without, changes the Universe within.
And vice-versa; we are in the direct path of Becoming.

For many of us, revelation of the True Self includes interaction with Solar Beings,
Galactic or Star Expressions, and Councils of Light which guide on a Universal
level. To witness the steering of stargates and the Solar system, and to
participate, was an unexpected event this year. As we say; expect the
unexpected.
The Progression which leads to a Culmination Point
For clarity and comprehension, let us review excerpts from the intel this year
related to the evolution of Solaris, Universe, Galaxy, Solar system, Gaia, and the
HUman Heart levels. This will assist in connecting to the final message about the
culmination of our Sacred Seven weeks.
February 2017: Solar focus: Your Internal Solar Gateway
In order to create the Christed embodiment, our Heart center torus becomes a
Solar generator during our Ascension process. This is how we communicate with
the SUN, Beloveds. The Solar aspect within connects with DNA stored within the
SUN (and the Great Central Sun for Master Gatekeepers), and allows access to
the big Galactic project of Ascension. Many of you are experiencing the
reunification with much Higher aspects of Self that are deeply involved in the
cosmic trajectory of this planet and Solar system.
Solar aspects being affected include:
– Solar aspects of the HUman Heart
– Solar temples within and above the planet
– Solar crystalline aspects in the crystal beds
– Solar aspects of water: The water elemental is capable of transmitting Solar
aspects instantaneously, both in the body and in/on Gaia.
– Solar aspects of the Cosmic Christ: Reactivate your Master Self; many of you
know how to do this and will be activating others via the HUman Heart grids as
SUNs of God.
March 2017: Changing the Prismatic Effect of the SUN
The SUN is used as a prism to project fractals of our consciousness into cocreated realities. This is directly related to the holographic nature of our
experience, the projection of planetary consciousness, dimensional bandwidths,
timelines, and the illusion of an individual experience.

Think of the SUN as a film projector running several films at once. Your Higher
Levels are using the projector. Your Higher Self projects several versions of lower
self through the SUN, and through your Heart center, which also serves as
projector of realities, onto the mirror-like screens of Gaia, allowing for multiple
films at once. Gaia supports many versions of your personal film, as well as the
collective films, and reflects back collective outcomes. Your personal screen
shows the film or films which your consciousness is capable of focusing on via
your vibrational perception.
The Heart Center operates like a Solar projector, altering your external film to
meet your internal vibration. Perception is based on personal vibration; we see
clear examples of this as the realities divide. We have seen the new projection of
5D Gaia, we know it exists already. Altering personal and collective projectors to
only show 5D films is done through our Heart Center and our DNA resonance.
Divine HUman DNA contains markers for Source consciousness. Participation in
the Ascension process, the increase in photonic light, and our location in the
Galaxy activates these markers, allowing for an entirely new projection through
the SUN, Gaia and our Heart Centers.
Cosmic Template Approaching our Solar System
We now add a massive cosmic stargate to this equation. As these cosmic
templates from the Great Central SUN approach, they are rewriting Galaxies into
alignment with the Source command for the New. They will change the
projectors, altering the way in which we co-create our reality into a purer, unified
form in alignment with the background energy of Love.
This is why so many Gatekeepers had visions of the SUN exploding back in
January; the energies are already affecting our realities, and our perception is
changing as we take on our new HUman templates. This Solar shift affects
consciousness; our experience and perception of creation. Your Heart Center
projector and DNA can align you with the brand new film of New Earth, and
Gaia’s 5D Solar Self becomes a perceivable reality.
In order for this to become the dominant film, a projected reality of the high-vibe
collective, embodiment of the crystalline/Christ consciousness must be attained
by a small percentage of the Light Tribe. That is why embodiment has been a
focus of our Ascension process. It must be willingly anchored into the HUman
heart grid and crystalline core of Gaia to initiate the quantum domino effect. This

exquisite higher vibration will shine through all choosing Ascension, and lift the
veil on the reality of New Earth for many.
April 2017: Evolution of Realities
Miracles happen outside of the constraints time-space; this is why Gatekeepers
train to be open conduits. In a pure state of focus during Gatework, the higher
and lower realms unify to work as One. Gateways traverse the boundaries of
dimensional layers and densities, so we often experience the time-has-stopped
sensation. In those moments, much larger operations may do the good work and
reveal higher aspects of your own Solar heart center.
April 2017: Cosmic Stargates
Cosmic Stargates hold the intention to dissolve distortion by utilizing geometry,
light and advanced harmonics. As with all of our experiences, this is
fractalization; reflections of what is occurring at much Higher levels of
consciousness.
As we enter the vicinity of the Cosmic Stargates which provide a pure Ascension
experience, the dynamics of Solaris will change. We have seen this throughout
the decades as the SUN went from a golden hue, to a platinum hue, and now a
more crystalline hue. We are witnessing the effects of the energy on higher
dimensional beings, similar to the effect on HUmanity and Gaia.
As Solaris changes, it changes the way in which our Higher Levels use the SUN
to project our realities. The prism widens to allow the Oversoul to project higher
dimensional realities, which we currently experience as timelines via our DNA. If
you are in alignment with the vibrational field and frequency of the New Earth
holographic projection, your Divine DNA can be reclaimed, rebundled and
support the perception of a higher experience.
June 2017: Gateway Focus and the Formless Realms
This is active territory as Solaris becomes more stimulated by the intergalactic
pathways, which effects Gaia’s core, and our own heart centers.
The higher, formless realms of light where the Ascension and cosmic rewrite
have already been experienced are communing, communicating with us as we
collapse time-space to create the New. It redefines our intellectual notions of the

Higher future Self merging with the lower Self. These realms cannot be described
without diminishing their vibrancy, nor do they adhere to our numbering systems
(5D, 12D, etc.) which we have used to comprehend the vastness of our own
beingness.
June 2017: Bifurcation of Realities: Solstice Entry to the Eclipse Gateway
The grand experiment of experiencing a dimensional shift through the body is a
unique endeavor; we feed this information back to Source. The Universal
completion of a creative idea and the birth of a new one is reflected in our
present experience. It looks planetary, then Solar, then Galactic, then Universal
as our conscious awareness expands to comprehend higher multidimensional
aspects of consciousness.
July 2017: Transcending Archetypes
Lower timelines drop away as the higher realities of Christ consciousness are
embodied. The archetypal realities of Old Earth are rapidly transmuted. The
templates for spirit-in-form have changed. Applicable archetypes which bridge
the worlds, like the Solar Cosmic Christ, are embodied en masse as the new
templates emerge. When enough of us choose to embody the new type – the
Divine HUman – we shift into high gear on a collective level.
August 2017: Massive Activation of the Crystalline Grid
Crystalline Gridwork and the Gateways have revealed an amplification within
Gaia’s crystalline core. She will be stimulated by influxes of Light, then emanate
that Light forth to fully activate the crystalline Grid network. We will be
experiencing light codes from both off-planet (Solar and Cosmic) as well as
planetary in a New way. Connect with Gaia and Solaris often; remember to align
with the pure organic Ascension.
Christ consciousness is a bridge between worlds, which is why it has the savior
connotation, and why masters said we would do All this and more. Just like a
Primary Christed Ascension timeline, we utilize it as a Gateway to a new
experience, because it bridges dimensions and densities.
August 2017: Aligning with the Cosmic Stargates

Cosmic Stargates are pathways of pure light which prepare the gateways of
Ascension, the primary Christed timeline experiences, and assist in our
transcendence to higher levels of consciousness. Ultimately, they are connected
to the Universal rewrite; Source’s command for purification. These stargates unify
dimensions and densities; the grounded work of Gatekeeping here, and the
higher vibrational Gateways of New Earth and beyond.
The Cosmic Stargate influence during this passage is strong. Strong rays of pure
light, very present in visions, beam through the body, Gateways, Grids and
Sacred sites, and into the crystalline core of Gaia.
We surge this light through all Universal levels, Galactic levels, Stellar levels,
Solar system levels, planetary levels – unifying our own Solar system in peace
and goodwill. Direct the Sacred cosmic flows into Gaia, with the intention of
revealing her Ascended Self as a palpable reality for all concerned.
August 2017: August Eclipse: Convergence of Trinity Stargates
The Cosmic Stargate operation, let’s call it the Steering Committee, allows us a
peak at our (much) higher dimensional aspects. Some of our Higher Levels are
collectively steering/guiding the location of the Solar system through this
vibrational geometry which rewrites consciousness and dimensional expressions
into the next Creation.
We have High-level escorts as we pass through the edges of this vibrational
barrier; like tugboats guiding a giant barge through lock systems. My Team
expresses these Galactic structures as giant photonic (pure Heart-of-Source
light) octahedrons within multiple torus fields. Each Cosmic Stargate flow is
threaded to a torus field with different functions, preparing us for a dramatic shift
in particle expression when we arrive at the trigger point of the vibrational hotspot within this massive Galactic octahedron. Sometimes other geometries
present which assist in rewriting timelines and outcomes. All is purely photonic;
the demand for order feels autonomous within that structure.
Convergence of many Cosmic Stargates – Galactic and Universal – are coming
into play to shift personal trajectories as well as collective unfoldments. Council
meetings have been frequent; the eclipse shifts are deeply tied to the September
Equinox and December Solstice outcomes.

September 2017: Palpable Unfoldments: Cosmic, Global and Internal
Reformations
This latest click in the combination lock includes the encodements from the
Trinity Stargate convergence, which activated *all systems GO* for the highest
trajectory on a collective level. Since the Trinity Stargate convergence of the
eclipse, Solaris has entered the edges of the *hot zone* of dimensional-shifting
geometries and photonic-encoded light.
September 2017: Cosmic Factors Affecting our Ascension: The List
Apply hyperdimensional logic to all of this; the cosmic perspective soothes the
Ascending Soul.
The Trinity Stargates opened the flows of direct Solar Cosmic Christ frequencies
from Source. This is an ongoing Solar rewrite on a stellar, planetary and
incarnate level. As the gates converged on Solaris (the SUN) during the eclipse,
it altered its prismatic effect, which in turn will change the way form is projected
on Gaia.
We use the SUN to project our consciousness into these denser realities. When
the SUN received the Cosmic Trinity encodements from the stargate
convergence, so did we. It is a vital step in projecting a more crystalline form via
our DNA and Solar heart Centers. It also effects Gaia’s expression in form, as
well as Solaris.
The Crystalline Grid is a sentient structure. It activated to full capacity during the
August Gateway, creating pathways to the interuniversal, intergalactic, and
interstellar Gateways. Thousands of crystalline pyramids, crystalline structures,
temples, crystal beds and etheric geometries were activated – and continue to
activate. You may see them in your visions.
These ancient structures are encoded to activate in tandem with the crystalline
grid to usher in the Primary Timeline experience and the Divine Christed HUman
template. Some of these Solar-encoded structures appear to be rising in visions;
awakening to the clarion call of zero-point photonic demands. These structures
are not treating the SUN as a God. The overarching prophecy, the higher vision,
views the SUN as a direct reflection of Source and the Solar aspect within.

Also in this article: Primary Timeline Access, Galactic Life Review, and
Gatekeepers shifting all focus to amplifying the New Earth Gateways.
September 2017: Consciousness-Shifting Influx: Overwriting Realities
The key aspect of Primary timelines is that they don’t feel like timelines. It is an
unshakeable Now experience, unifying the multidimensional Self and Source as
a simultaneous awareness. They are encoded with the pure Christed dynamics,
and overwrite the denser experiences of past, present, and future.
The boost from cosmic factors triggers our DNA to open to the new experience.
DNA creates personal, collective, and multidimensional experiences in form. It
becomes a photonic light receiver-generator.
We are still crossing the outer bands of this Galactic hot-spot. Galactic Teams
won’t be stepping down the Light as before after this year. Gatekeepers,
Gridworkers, and Lightworkers are now skilled enough to receive and distribute
the influxes. It is creating a Divine opportunity for Wayshowers to embody the
Christed merge of Higher and lower expressions.
Cosmic factors are allowing the (much) higher vibration of the multidimensional
Self to be experienced right here, right now. It will demonstrate what is occurring
with planetary evolution, time dynamics, and the Divine Christed HUman
activation before physical timeline bifurcation occurs.
October 2017: Becoming the Presence: Building New Landscapes
The direction was clear to Wayshowers: Achieve Embodiment of the Christed /
Crystalline/Unity state, and it will trigger massive acceleration for those choosing
Ascension.
Embodiment feels Avatar-like as the Higher Self steps forth through the body
vehicle and Lower Self consciousness. When we surrender to this Divine
Presence of Self, it rewrites our consciousness via our DNA. It changes the way
we feel, think, act and create.
You may have noticed the change in SUNlight since the Equinox; it has that
mystical quality similar to the eclipse. Remember changes in the SUN reflect
changes in the way in which we project our consciousness.

October 2017: Gatekeeper Journal: Update from the Councils of Light
The change in SUNlight since the Equinox is visible and palpable. (I AM
surprised more people aren’t talking about it; I suppose this is a topic the
mainstream would like to avoid.) Solaris is transforming as the pure photonic light
within this Sacred container, encoded for Ascension, is traversed.
To the lower reality it appears like a change in the quality of SUNlight. This is a
result of us crossing the border of this sacred geometry. We are now in it, and the
effect on consciousness grows increasing evident in the lower realities. This area
of highly-charged photonic particles creates Divine order, and frees willing
consciousness from denser realities.
October 2017: Geomagnetic Activation
With the bifurcation in progress, many of us are beginning to experience the
intended consciousness shifts which the Solar activity will create on a global
level. Many have seen the SUN flashing this year, both in vision and external
reality, and this activity is opening our Hearts to the more palpable, consistent
Now Presence.
November 2017: Merge Sequences and the Open Gateway: Meditate to Activate
Remember the Solar component; Solaris has changed in frequency since the
September Equinox. This changes the way we project into these realities,
strengthens the power of pure heart centers, and allows our Christed
embodiment to change the grids and realities for all willing Souls.
We have unlocked the Gateways of Christed/crystalline DNA. The resonance of
your DNA is speaking to, and interacting with, the cosmic consciousness of Gaia,
Solaris, Galactic levels and Universal Creator levels. DNA speaks to the cosmos
through your heart; use your cosmic microphone to broadcast pure LoveLight as
we interact with the Cosmic Stargates during this passage. Visualize and feel it;
that is the key. Be creative and light-ground it through art, word, and deed.
November 2017: Post-Choice-Point
For those emerging from the Light Tribe choice-point phase with the unshakable
core knowing I AM Divine Love, I AM Source, no matter what; we are prepared to
receive the consciousness-shifting, reality-changing experience of embodiment.

We open as conduits, as Avatars of the next experience, infuse the collective and
grids with that vibration, and let the Higher Self/Higher Light aspects take over.

We are having a vivid experience of the journey from Creator, to Creation, and
back to Creator.
November 2017: December: Embracing Our Divine Destiny
The High-Vibe Tribe focus remains on embodiment during this transformational
passage. The Becoming phase has been somewhat surreal this year with the
timeline activity, and now we embrace Divine Self-Realization as a collective. The
ability to experience a complete reconnection to Pure Source consciousness
anchors absolute unconditional love into these lower realms.
The catalyst for Divine revelation is the Pure Photonic Light, which is a living
consciousness. This Pure Living Light, combined with the influx of the Divine
Cosmic Mother frequencies, continue to be anchored by those in service.
The Becoming: The NOW Embodiment Events
Do you see the culmination of the unfoldments this year? All of this is related to
our experience of Ascension; as Solaris changes, so does the crystalline core of
Gaia, and HUman Heart centers aligned with the intention of Divine Love. This is
Pure Source consciousness re-entering the Human experience in a new way. We
are feeling it already; the absolutely pure diamond-crystalline-photonic
frequencies. Drink them in, let the bliss rewrite your consciousness.
Location, location, location. The gentle glide of our Solar system into this
consciousness-shifting area of the galaxy hits a trigger point as we enter the
Solstice Gateway (December 21-25). From the steering committee level, the
entire Solar system will drop or lock into its destination by the first week of
January. It will initiate a series of shifts in solar plasma, and electro-magentic
shifts in the SUN, Gaia, and the hearts of first embodiers of the Solar Cosmic
Christ.
The Wayshowers will anchor this new experience as first embodiers. This is an
act of service, as it assists with stability as Gaia’s core amplifies with the Solar
changes. In that heightened state of Unity Consciousness, we will be able to
quickly thread the new light through the New Earth grids and HUman Heart

collective. Yes, it widens the gap between realities. The bifurcation of timeline
experiences will be evident to most by end of July next year, however that is not
a concern.
Our very personal journey during this Seven Sacred weeks invites all prepared
hearts into transformation. The Solar Cosmic Christ activation is a pathway to
New Earth consciousness. Honoring the unique and deeply authentic expression
of the multidimensional Self, the Highest Self, and Source is key to a consistent
Christed expression.
The energetic shifts anticipated over the next few weeks are expected to
change our heart centers and reflect the changes in the SUN and Gaia. Your
Solar heart is your key. This new Light will be felt on a deeply personal level,
according to your intentions and trajectory for your Ascension. Anxieties about
preparedness may be relieved by holding a clear, peaceful, grateful, loving
container for the higher light and the Ascension experience to flow through.
Recommendations for this passage were provided last week in the Embracing
our Divine Destiny article. As always, connect with the SUN as often as possible
to receive the light codes and assist your body, heart and consciousness in
receiving these upgrades with ease and grace. Earthing allows the new light of
Gaia’s upgrades to register on your cellular structure and lightbody. Connect as a
conduit between the SUN and Gaia often. My whole body vibrates with bliss
when I do this, the codes are very stimulating to crystalline DNA.
Wayshowers, these Solar shifts are key to sustaining Embodiment of the
Christed Self. Prepare well, and join the Unity Meditations for code exchanges
and the co-creation of Divine Love, Peace and Ascension. Gatekeepers and
Gridworkers; connect with the Trinity Stargates, Solaris, Gaia’s core, and the
New Earth grids often. Pure photonic light can be felt during Gatekeeping
already; your crystals can assist in activating the Pure Source-level templates for
this next phase. As always, connect with the interdimensional crystals; many of
these off-planet crystals will be activated with this Solar-system-wide shift.
High-Vibe Tribe Connections
We embrace and activate the Divine Empowerment of Unity Consciousness,
Now! Let us call forth the highest trajectories for our collective and personal
Ascension, as One.

SUNday December 10: Global Unity Meditations at 8:11am, 11:11am &
5:11pmPT
Tuesday December 12: Honoring the 12-12-12 anniversary
SUNday December 17: New Moon (10:31pmPT). Global Unity Meditations at
8:11am, 11:11am & 5:11pmPT
Monday December 18: Gatekeepers open for the Solstice passage (December
21-25)
Thursday December 21: Solstice (8:28amPT)
Saturday December 23: Cosmic Trigger; connect the SUN and stargate of the
heart.
SUNday December 24: Global Unity Meditations at 8:11am, 11:11am &
5:11pmPT
SUNday December 31: Global Unity Meditations at 8:11am, 11:11am &
5:11pmPT
Monday January 1: 2018 Gateway initiated & Full Moon (6:25pm)
2018 will feel like a completely different experience for many. New creations are
already in progress, we sense the excitement and mystical quality in the heart.
My visions are filled with Gateways; floods of multidimensional Stargates are
opening these pathways to the New Earth experience. I love and honor this
amplified time. This is my step-away-from-busyness passage, however
reminders and a few special announcements are available via the weekly
Newsletter. I truly appreciate your support during this transformational phase.
Honor this passage with the introspection, joy, love and celebration it deserves,
Beloveds. A blessed and brilliant experience to all.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra
----------Your support for this work is welcome, thank you for a gratitude donation today.
Original article at http://www.sandrawalter.com/the-becoming-the-nowembodiment-events

